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About This Content

This graphic pack finally gives you that old school style reminiscent of games like Pokemon and Earthbound. Tilesets,
characters and objects give you everything you need to create a modern game world with that retro flair.

Take your game to the modern era with the Old School Modern resource pack. The crisp pixel-based style recalls games of the
early console era, with fresh new tiles that provide limitless possibilities. Create towns and cities with modern homes, stores and
office buildings. A variety of tiles provides everything you need to build the wilderness around your towns, including dungeons

like caves, temples or a technology maze. And populate that world with all sorts of characters designed to fit in with style!

 This pack contains:

Old school style reminiscent of games like Pokemon and Earthbound.

7 full character sheets. That means 56 character sprites!

Create cities with paved roads, sidewalks, and buildings.

Street signs, fire hydrants and more bring your game into the modern era.

A variety of nature tiles for parks, forests, mountains and more.
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Cash registers, television sets, computers, kitchen appliances—even toilets!

Animated objects including doors, chests, torches and vehicles.

Tiles for caves and ancient temples, with stairs, pillars and giant mirrors for crafting puzzles.

And technical additions, even security cameras, for that techno-dungeon!
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Old School Modern Resource Pack
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
finalbossblues
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German
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Fun to play vs friends. Great game
8/10

pros-
you play with friends
very detailed
and...
CHAT

cons-
poor controls
poor aniamtions
some totems don't show up
and...
spawn killing

overall great game just needs a few improvments!. Both DLCs are absolute garbage, don't bother. Save your money for, I dunno,
some fortnite cash? You'd probably get more out of that.. Great game, and the devs were nice enough to add all the expansions!.
I do not listen rap.
But I am the biggest fan of Mc♥♥♥♥er now.
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Best game ever , loved this game very much .
Highly recommended
. I loved this game and was excited to find it on here. However after I bought and downloaded it I found that I seem to have
wasted my money as I am not able to play it. In town the graphics are splotchy but in the dungeons I am ONLY a shadow as are
the creatures and any items,chest or vases are all invisible. If anyone can let me know if there is a fix for this I would appreciate
it very much! Wasn't an expensive game but still disappointing to not be able to play it!. ABSOLUTE TRASH

SUPER SLOW, BAD CONTROLS AND A BUNCH OF OTHER SH*T

Get Farming Simulator 2015 instead.. I've been playing the Terra Mystica board game for a few years and I love this online
version. The AI is indeed easy, but I'm only a moderate player so it feels good to win for a change (sometimes only just; it's
usually a nail-biter).

Be warned though; if you've never played the board game you'll probably find it a confusing experience. The tutorial is pretty
basic and I couldn't finish it due to an interface glitch. The PDF didn't fill in all the gaps and I had to Google what some of the
interface elements meant. An in-game Help screen would have been handy.

Apart from a few niggles, the user interface does an admirable job of putting the sprawling board layout onto a screen. I play on
the TV in my lounge so I appreciate that they didn't condense everything into one display area and opted for multiple screens.
The graphics are faithful to the board game, and the theme music for the factions is atmospheric and non-obtrusive.

It only has two maps and the basic races, but it does have some of the mini-expansion tiles and scrolls, which has been a pleasant
novelty for me. I'm definitely going to buy the expansion. Hopefully, it will have extra maps as well as the new races and a more
challenging AI.. Easily one of the most brilliant stories I've seen come from Choice of Games. The writing and general plot
easily make you think of H.P Lovecraft. This story also has so many different ways that it can diverge. My only honest
complaint is that the money you can earn really seemed to be nearly useless. Overall though, I would seriously have to give this a
10\/10.. To any achievement hunters out there: I got three achievements by loading the configuration window, keeping it open
for five minutes so I could write this review, and then closing it. If that speaks to the quality standards of the full game (this is
just a demo) then I'll pass.

That being said, this looks like a cash grab to trick Trump supporters into buying a low-quality product. If that's the case, I tip
my hat to you for recognizing how easily scammed they are. Although to be fair, Trump was able to recognize this too.
Congratulations, I guess?

Also this is how this game appeared in the store list for me: http://i.imgur.com/jAlubGd.png

lol. Love this game 10/10 looks very nice can do whatever you want WHENEVER you wan't must buy game always chilling
with mates on this one :)
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